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Animals Helping Humans

Lesson Objectives

Writing 
Students use information from the social 
studies article to write a compare-and-
contrast essay.

Vocabulary 
Students learn content vocabulary words and 
use those words to write about how service 
animals are alike and different.

Content Knowledge 
Students learn the wide variety of tasks that 
service animals perform for humans.

Essential Understanding 
Students understand that people with 
disabilities can live regular lives with 
assistance from service animals.

Prepare the Unit

Reproduce and distribute one copy for 
each student.
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1  Unit Focus and Lesson Checklist 
Distribute one unit to each student and direct students’ 
attention to the Unit Focus and Lesson Checklist. Tell them 
they will be able to refer to the focus of the unit as needed 
while working on the lessons. Instruct students to check 
off each task on the checklist after they complete it.

Read aloud the focus statements, and verify that students 
understand their purpose for reading. Ask: 

• What are we going to read about? (service animals) 

• What are you going to learn about them? (how they 
are alike and different) 

• What are you going to write based on this article? 
(a compare-and-contrast essay)
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Animals Helping Humans

Unit Focus

You are going to read a social studies article about 

service animals.

As You Read: 

Think about how the different types of service animals 

are alike and different.

After You Read: 

Use information from the article to write a compare-

and-contrast essay about these animals’ similarities 

and differences. 

Lesson Checklist

Check off each task after you complete it.

Learn Vocabulary

Read the Social Studies Article: 

Animals Helping Humans 

Answer Questions About the 

Social Studies Article

Organize Information

Write a Compare-and-Contrast Essay

Evaluate Your Writing
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UNIT 

1 Animals Helping Humans

Learn Vocabulary
Read the word and its definition.  
Then write the vocabulary word on the line.

1. act a formal rule or law

2. assistance help or aid

3. bond a special closeness between 
two or more people or animals

4. handler a person who works with, or 
handles, an animal

Name 

and in some cars with their handlers. These animals often wear  

special shoes for walking on surfaces that might cause them to lose 

their balance or hurt their feet.

Hearing animals are trained to help people who are deaf or 

hearing impaired. These animals can tell the difference between a 

telephone ringing and a smoke alarm going off. They also recognize 

emergency sirens or knocks on doors. A hearing animal can even be 

trained to listen for its handler’s name. The animal alerts the handler 

when it hears these sounds by gently pawing or nudging him or her. 

Then the animal will lead its handler to the sound.

Other general service animals are trained to help people who have 

a disability that is not related to sight or sound. For example, people  

who cannot walk or use their arms or 

hands use service animals to help 

them walk steadily or to pull their 

wheelchair. A service dog can pick up 

things its handler has dropped. In 

public places, a service dog is trained 

to bark if its handler needs help. The 

dog will find someone to help, and 

then lead that person to the handler. 

Some service animals are called 

“laptop dogs.” Laptop dogs must be 

small and able to jump up onto 

counters. The dog will retrieve what the handler needs, and then jump 

with the item onto its handler’s lap. Many animals that provide 

assistance spend most of their lives with their handlers. They not only 

provide companionship, but they also help their handlers live better 

lives. The special bond between animal and handler is like no other. 

A service dog with its handler.
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2  Learn Vocabulary
Read aloud each content vocabulary word and have 
students repeat. Then read aloud and discuss the 
definitions. Explain that students will have a better 
understanding of the words after they read the social 
studies article. Have students write the vocabulary 
words on the provided lines.

3  Read the Social Studies Article: Animals 
Helping Humans
Read aloud the social studies article as students 
follow along silently. Then have students reread 
the article independently or in small groups.

4  Answer Questions About the Social 
Studies Article
To ensure reading comprehension, have students 
answer the text-dependent questions. Review the 
answers together. 

5  Organize Information
Explain to students that they will use a compare-
and-contrast graphic organizer to help them plan 
their essays. Guide students in using the text to 
complete the organizer. 

6  Write a Compare-and-Contrast Essay
Have students complete the writing assignment 
independently, with a partner, or in small groups. 

Review the structure of a compare-and-contrast 
essay and the related signal words: 

• Explains similarities and differences between 
two or more things 

• Signal words: same, alike, also, as well, both; 
different, however, but, while, instead of

7  Evaluate Your Writing
Explain that students will evaluate their writing 
to ensure that they have produced well-written 
essays that follow the compare-and-contrast text 
structure.

handles, an animal

and in some cars with their handlers. These animals often wear  

special shoes for walking on surfaces that might cause them to lose 

their balance or hurt their feet.

Hearing animals are trained to help people who are deaf or 

hearing impaired. These animals can tell the difference between a 

telephone ringing and a smoke alarm going off. They also recognize 

emergency sirens or knocks on doors. A hearing animal can even be 

trained to listen for its handler’s name. The animal alerts the handler 

when it hears these sounds by gently pawing or nudging him or her. 

Then the animal will lead its handler to the sound.

Other general service animals are trained to help people who have 

a disability that is not related to sight or sound. For example, people  

who cannot walk or use their arms or 

hands use service animals to help 

them walk steadily or to pull their 

wheelchair. A service dog can pick up 

things its handler has dropped. In 

public places, a service dog is trained 

to bark if its handler needs help. The 

dog will find someone to help, and 

then lead that person to the handler. 

Some service animals are called 

“laptop dogs.” Laptop dogs must be 

small and able to jump up onto 

counters. The dog will retrieve what the handler needs, and then jump 

with the item onto its handler’s lap. Many animals that provide 

assistance spend most of their lives with their handlers. They not only 

provide companionship, but they also help their handlers live better 

lives. The special bond between animal and handler is like no other. 
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Animals Helping Humans

Service animals provide safety and stability for people with 

disabilities. In the United States, the Americans with Disabilities Service 

Act (ADA) protects the people who use these animals. By law, these 

animals are allowed into any privately owned business that provides 

services to the general public. This means the animals are allowed into 

restaurants, libraries, and even movie theaters. Wherever the person 

needs to go, the animal can go, too.

The ADA defines a service animal as “any dog individually trained 

to provide assistance to an individual with a disability.” Dogs are 

common service animals because they can be easily trained to perform 

a wide variety of tasks. The ADA also lists miniature horses as service 

animals. Monkeys and certain types of birds are called assistance 

animals. These animals are not pets.  

They work hard to help their owners,  

or handlers, and to keep them safe. 

Guide animals are trained to help 

people who are blind or visually impaired. 

The animal’s job is to help its handler 

move around safely. These animals help 

their handlers move through crowded 

buildings or cross busy streets. They can 

open doors or alert their handlers to 

obstacles, such as overhangs or parking 

meters. The guide animal must pay 

attention to what is happening all around 

its handler at all times. 

Guide animals also help their handlers 

use different forms of transportation. Guide 

horses are small enough to ride in buses  

A guide horse helping its 
visually impaired handler.
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1 Animals Helping Humans

Answer Questions 
Read and answer each question.

ich of these would not be considered a service dog?

a guide dog
a pet dog
a hearing dog

o can bring a service dog into a restaurant?

a person who has a disability
the owner of the restaurant
any member of the general public

ich task would be best for a hearing animal to perform?

picking up a dropped book
going to a movie theater with its handler
alerting its handler that someone is at the door

me service animals are called “laptop dogs” because they 

are small enough to jump onto a lap
like to sit on their handlers’ laps all day
sit on their handlers’ laps at restaurants

ich animal would work best for helping someone in a wheelchair 
go grocery shopping? 

6. What might happen if a librarian did not allow a service dog into 
a library? Why?
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1 Animals Helping Humans

Organize Information
Read the social studies article again. Then write information in the graphic 
organizer that tells who guide animals, hearing animals, and general 
service animals help and what the animals do. Then see how they are alike 
and different.

Guide Animals Hearing AnimalsGuide Animals Hearing Animals General Service 
Animals

Who the 
animals are 

trained to help

What the  
animals do

Nonfiction 17
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1 Animals Helping Humans

Compare and Contrast 
Write a compare-and-contrast essay about how guide animals, hearing 
animals, and general service animals are alike and different
information from your graphic organizer and the social studies article. 

Title
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guide animals, hearing 
animals, and general service animals are alike and different
information from your graphic organizer and the social studies article. 
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Evaluate Your Writing
Read about the compare-and-contrast text structure. Then use your essay  
to complete the activity below. 

A text that has a compare-and-contrast structure makes 
comparisons, or describes similarities between two or more things.  
It also contrasts, or describes how these things are different. 

The reason for writing is clear.

My essay compared and contrasted:

I used these compare-and-contrast signal words: 

I provided details that support the topic.

I included these detail sentences:

1.

2.

My paragraphs have a clear focus.

My opening sentence for the first paragraph is: 

My closing sentence for the first paragraph is: 
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Unit Focus

You are going to read a social studies article about 
service animals.

As You Read: 

Think about how the different types of service animals 
are alike and different.

After You Read: 

Use information from the article to write a compare-
and-contrast essay about these animals’ similarities 
and differences. 

Lesson Checklist

Check off each task after you complete it.

 Learn Vocabulary

 Read the Social Studies Article: 
 Animals Helping Humans 

 Answer Questions About the 
 Social Studies Article

 Organize Information

 Write a Compare-and-Contrast Essay

 Evaluate Your Writing

 Read the Social Studies Article: 

 Social Studies Article
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1 Animals Helping Humans

Learn Vocabulary
Read the word and its definition. 
Then write the vocabulary word on the line.

1. act a formal rule or law

2. assistance help or aid

3. bond a special closeness between 
two or more people or animals

4. handler a person who works with, or 
handles, an animal

5. impaired weakened or less able  

6. obstacles things that are physically in 
front of a person who is trying 
to move

7. public all the people in an area

8. service helpful; working for another
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1 Social Studies Article

Animals Helping Humans

Service animals provide safety and stability for people with 

disabilities. In the United States, the Americans with Disabilities Service 

Act (ADA) protects the people who use these animals. By law, these 

animals are allowed into any privately owned business that provides 

services to the general public. This means the animals are allowed into 

restaurants, libraries, and even movie theaters. Wherever the person 

needs to go, the animal can go, too.

The ADA defines a service animal as “any dog individually trained 

to provide assistance to an individual with a disability.” Dogs are 

common service animals because they can be easily trained to perform 

a wide variety of tasks. The ADA also lists miniature horses as service 

animals. Monkeys and certain types of birds are called assistance 

animals. These animals are not pets. 

They work hard to help their owners, 

or handlers, and to keep them safe. 

Guide animals are trained to help 

people who are blind or visually impaired. 

The animal’s job is to help its handler 

move around safely. These animals help 

their handlers move through crowded 

buildings or cross busy streets. They can 

open doors or alert their handlers to 

obstacles, such as overhangs or parking 

meters. The guide animal must pay 

attention to what is happening all around 

its handler at all times. 

Guide animals also help their handlers 

use different forms of transportation. Guide 

horses are small enough to ride in buses 

A guide horse helping its 
visually impaired handler.
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Animals Helping Humans, continued

and in some cars with their handlers. These animals often wear  

special shoes for walking on surfaces that might cause them to lose 

their balance or hurt their feet.

Hearing animals are trained to help people who are deaf or 

hearing impaired. These animals can tell the difference between a 

telephone ringing and a smoke alarm going off. They also recognize 

emergency sirens or knocks on doors. A hearing animal can even be 

trained to listen for its handler’s name. The animal alerts the handler 

when it hears these sounds by gently pawing or nudging him or her. 

Then the animal will lead its handler to the sound.

Other general service animals are trained to help people who have 

a disability that is not related to sight or sound. For example, people  

who cannot walk or use their arms or 

hands use service animals to help 

them walk steadily or to pull their 

wheelchair. A service dog can pick up 

things its handler has dropped. In 

public places, a service dog is trained 

to bark if its handler needs help. The 

dog will find someone to help, and 

then lead that person to the handler. 

Some service animals are called 

“laptop dogs.” Laptop dogs must be 

small and able to jump up onto 

counters. The dog will retrieve what the handler needs, and then jump 

with the item onto its handler’s lap. Many animals that provide 

assistance spend most of their lives with their handlers. They not only 

provide companionship, but they also help their handlers live better 

lives. The special bond between animal and handler is like no other. 

A service dog with its handler.
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1 Animals Helping Humans

Answer Questions 
Read and answer each question.

 1. Which of these would not be considered a service dog?

A a guide dog

B a pet dog

C a hearing dog

 2. Who can bring a service dog into a restaurant?

A a person who has a disability

B the owner of the restaurant

C any member of the general public

 3. Which task would be best for a hearing animal to perform?

A picking up a dropped book

B going to a movie theater with its handler

C alerting its handler that someone is at the door

 4. Some service animals are called “laptop dogs” because they .

A are small enough to jump onto a lap

B like to sit on their handlers’ laps all day

C sit on their handlers’ laps at restaurants

 5. Which animal would work best for helping someone in a wheelchair 
go grocery shopping? 

 6. What might happen if a librarian did not allow a service dog into 
a library? Why?
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1 Animals Helping Humans

Organize Information
Read the social studies article again. Then write information in the graphic 
organizer that tells who guide animals, hearing animals, and general 
service animals help and what the animals do. Then see how they are alike 
and different.

Guide Animals Hearing Animals General Service 
Animals

Who the 
animals are 

trained to help

What the 
animals do
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1 Animals Helping Humans

Compare and Contrast 
Write a compare-and-contrast essay about how guide animals, hearing 
animals, and general service animals are alike and different. Use 
information from your graphic organizer and the social studies article. 

Title
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1 Animals Helping Humans

Evaluate Your Writing
Read about the compare-and-contrast text structure. Then use your essay 
to complete the activity below. 

A text that has a compare-and-contrast structure makes 
comparisons, or describes similarities between two or more things. 
It also contrasts, or describes how these things are different. 

The reason for writing is clear.

My essay compared and contrasted:

I used these compare-and-contrast signal words: 

I provided details that support the topic.

I included these detail sentences:

 1. 

 2. 

My paragraphs have a clear focus.

My opening sentence for the first paragraph is: 

My closing sentence for the first paragraph is: 
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